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Interpretations of referral appropriateness by senior health managers in five PCT areas in England: a qualitative investigation

N Blundell, A Clarke, N Mays

ABSTRACT

Aim To explore interpretations of “appropriate” and “inappropriate” elective referral from primary to secondary surgical care among senior clinical and non-clinical managers in five purposively sampled primary care trusts (PCTs) and their main associated acute hospitals in the English National Health Service (NHS).

Methods Semi-structured face-to-face interviews were undertaken with senior managerial staff from clinical and non-clinical backgrounds. Interviews were tape-recorded, transcribed and analysed according to the Framework approach developed at the National Centre for Social Research using N6 (NUD*IST6) qualitative data analysis software.

Results Twenty-two people of 23 approached were interviewed (between three and five respondents per PCT and associated acute hospital). Three attributes relating to appropriateness of referral were identified: necessity: whether a patient with given characteristics was believed suitable for referral; destination or level: where or to whom a patient should be referred; and quality (or process): how a referral was carried out, including (eg, investigations undertaken before referral, information contained in the referral and extent of patient involvement in the referral decision. Attributes were hierarchical. “Necessity” was viewed as the most fundamental attribute, followed by “destination” and, finally, “quality”. In general, but not always, all three attributes were perceived as necessary for a referral to be defined as appropriate.

Conclusions For senior clinical and non-clinical managers at the local level in the English NHS, three hierarchical attributes (necessity, appropriateness of destination and quality of referral process) contributed to the overall concept of appropriateness of referral from primary to secondary surgical care.

In the UK, National Health Service (NHS) general practitioners (GPs) act as gatekeepers for the majority of non-emergency access to specialist care. Variations in referral rates from primary to secondary care have been a long-standing cause for concern both nationally and locally. Only a fraction of the variation has been demonstrated to be caused by the characteristics of patients, GPs and general practice.1 It is, therefore, widely accepted that, for many conditions, referrals may be inappropriately high or low, causing inequity in access to specialist services and inefficient use of limited healthcare resources.2 3 Appropriateness in healthcare is traditionally defined as “the ability for an individual to benefit from healthcare.”4 5 This definition depends on definitions of benefit (eg, health gain, improvement in organ function, reduction in harmful sequelae) and definitions of healthcare, which are contextual and vary between health systems. Economic considerations are not usually included, but these clearly affect the range of healthcare options available. Other more diffuse definitions of appropriateness also exist.6

The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) for England and Wales published Referral Advice, guidance intended to help local health services develop their own locally relevant referral guidelines.7 Primary care trusts (PCTs) have an overall role at the population level in the organisation and management of primary care, and the commissioning of specialist services. At the time of this study in 2005, referral management centres (RMCs) or clinical assessment services had recently been established on the initiative of many PCTs for elective referrals in order to triage referrals, thereby allowing some patients to be managed in an “intermediate” setting rather than by a hospital specialist, implying a widespread view that some referrals from primary to secondary care were inappropriate in that they did not necessarily need access to a hospital specialist service.8 In some locations, the RMC is an optional service to which GPs can refer patients for assessment and either definitive treatment by a non-consultant specialist (eg, specialist orthopaedic physiotherapist, a GP with special interest) or onward referral to a consultant. In other locations, all GP referrals are diverted to such a scheme, understandably causing frustration among GPs.8

This study was carried out as part of a broader project to develop and implement new evidence-based referral guidelines for elective surgery. The aim of the current study was to identify the interpretations and definitions of “appropriate” and “inappropriate” referral held by senior managerial staff involved in setting local referral policy at the local level in the English NHS.

METHODS

Ethical approval for the study was obtained. Semi-structured qualitative interviews were carried out with senior staff in five PCTs and their associated acute hospitals between November 2004 and November 2005. Interviews were face-to-face and lasted approximately 1 hour.

Topic guide

An interview topic guide was developed using the previous literature on referral appropriateness and
piloted. This paper focuses on participants’ responses to two questions about referral appropriateness:
1. Is either of the following a cause for concern in this referral?
   a. Referral rates?
   b. Referral appropriateness?
2. How would you define an appropriate (or inappropriate) referral?

Sampling and recruitment strategy
A purposive sampling strategy was used to select PCTs first and then senior managers within those PCTs. Five PCTs were selected on the basis of:
- Geographical distribution: a PCT was chosen from each of the following regions: South East England, South West England, Northern England, Inner London and Outer London.
- Patient population type: information about patient population types from the Office of National Statistics’ (ONS) classification of health areas was used to select PCTs representing a range of “Supergroup” categories.
- Approaches to demand management: PCTs known to be implementing explicit measures to manage demand, and others less active in the area were included.

Between three and five senior managers within PCTs and their associated acute hospitals were selected to include:
- Both clinical and non-clinical senior managers;
- Those with an interest in, or responsibility for, management of elective referrals to surgical specialties.

PCT participants asked to nominate further possible interviewees (eg, surgeons, medical directors) from their associated acute hospital trust/s. Data collection and recruitment continued in each PCT area until we had interviewed most of those principally responsible for local referral policy. Table 1 shows the PCTs selected and the participants and their characteristics.

Conduct of the interviews
Interviews lasted about 1.5 h and explored the participants’ interpretations of appropriateness in detail using a semi-structured topic guide, which comprised open-ended questions accompanied by probes and prompts. Interviews were conducted either individually or in groups, depending on the convenience of the respondents and their individual wishes.

Data analysis
All interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed with the participants’ consent. Analysis was guided by the Framework approach developed at the National Centre for Social Research.10

Working separately first and then together, two researchers (NL and AC) carried out a detailed examination of a representative subsample (n=5) of the interview transcripts (“familiarization”) and developed a conceptual framework, consisting of main themes and subthemes, drawing on issues introduced by the topic guide (based on a priori relationships suggested by the research literature) and also those arising within the interviews. The framework was discussed with a third member of the research team (NM) and revised to clarify shared meanings and coverage of themes and subthemes. Using the conceptual framework, all data were coded using N6 (NUDIST version 6), and the framework adjusted or added to where necessary, checking for discrepant cases. Analysis continued until no new themes or changes to the original framework emerged. Once coded, data were transferred into structured thematic charts, which allowed easy access to condensed aggregated data relating to the themes and subthemes of interest while still retaining the participants’ own language. Finally, areas where there was either clear consensus or debate were highlighted, and relationships arising out of the data (within the conceptual framework) were explored. Discussion between the researchers allowed for clarification, testing and revision of the findings.

Table 1 Characteristics of PCTs and interviewees within PCTs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCT area</th>
<th>ONS supergroup</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>ID*</th>
<th>PCT/acute trust</th>
<th>Background†</th>
<th>Job title‡</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cities and services</td>
<td>Outer London</td>
<td>P01 (i) PCT</td>
<td>Non-clinical</td>
<td>PCT Director of Public Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P02 (i) PCT</td>
<td>Clinical (p/t)</td>
<td>GP/Joint PCT Medical Director</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P03 (i) PCT/acute</td>
<td>Clinical (p/t)</td>
<td>Joint PCT Medical Director/Consultant Physician</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Prospering UK</td>
<td>N England</td>
<td>P04 (i) PCT</td>
<td>Non-clinical</td>
<td>PCT Head of Primary Care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P05 (i) PCT</td>
<td>Non-clinical</td>
<td>PCT Service Development Manager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P06 (i) PCT</td>
<td>Non-clinical</td>
<td>GP/Member of PCT Medicines Management Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P07 (i) Acute</td>
<td>Clinical (f/t)</td>
<td>Consultant general surgeon (with a special interest in referrals)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Coastal/Countryside</td>
<td>SW England</td>
<td>P08 (g) Acute</td>
<td>Non-clinical</td>
<td>Director of Operations (Acute Hospital Trust)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P09 (g) Acute</td>
<td>Clinical (p/t)</td>
<td>Joint Medical Director (Acute Hospital Trust) and Consultant Physician</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P10 (i) PCT</td>
<td>Clinical (p/t)</td>
<td>Lead Commissioning GP/Vice Chair of PCT Professional Executive Committee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P11 (i) PCT</td>
<td>Clinical (f/t)</td>
<td>GP (with a special interest in referrals)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P12 (i) PCT</td>
<td>Clinical (f/t)</td>
<td>Specialist Physiotherapist (with a special interest in referrals)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Prospering UK</td>
<td>SE England</td>
<td>P13 (i) PCT</td>
<td>Clinical (0)</td>
<td>Chief Executive of PCT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P14 (i) Acute</td>
<td>Non-clinical</td>
<td>Director of Planned Care/Director of Tertiary Services (Acute Hospital Trust)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P15 (g) PCT</td>
<td>Non-clinical</td>
<td>PCT Director of Commissioning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P16 (g) PCT</td>
<td>Clinical (p/t)</td>
<td>PCT Service Development Nurse (with a special interest in referrals)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P17 (i) Acute</td>
<td>Clinical (f/t)</td>
<td>Consultant general and colorectal surgeon (with a special interest in referrals)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>London Centre</td>
<td>Inner London</td>
<td>P18 (g) PCT</td>
<td>Clinical (0)</td>
<td>PCT Consultant in Public Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P19 (g) PCT/acute</td>
<td>Clinical (0)</td>
<td>PCT Director of Service Development/Acute Hospital Trust Medical Director</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P20 (g) PCT</td>
<td>Non-clinical</td>
<td>PCT Public Health Intelligence Lead</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P21 (g) PCT</td>
<td>Non-clinical</td>
<td>PCT Public Health Information Analyst</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P22 (i) PCT</td>
<td>Non-clinical</td>
<td>PCT Public Health Information Analyst</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GP, general practitioner; ONS, Office of National Statistics; PCTs, primary care trusts.
*(g), group interview; (i) individual interview.
† Job title as identified by participant.
‡Job title as identified by participant.
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**RESULTS**

**Participant characteristics**
Twenty-two of 23 participants approached agreed to be interviewed (one chief executive declined but recommended a further PCT interviewee instead). Interviews were conducted in a combination of 14 individual and three group interviews. (One group consisted of four participants from the same PCT and two groups each of two participants (from a PCT and an acute trust).) Interviewees included a mixture of clinically and non-clinically trained managers from the same workplaces. Clinicians varied in the extent of their time devoted to clinical work itself. Characteristics of the participating PCTs and interviewees within PCT areas are summarised in Table 1.

**Findings**

**Referral appropriateness**
The framework developed indicated three main attributes of appropriateness (figure 1). Several definitions of appropriate or inappropriate referrals appeared to be in use, the majority of which were cited by more than one participant. Examples of inappropriate rather than appropriate referrals were more frequent in the interviews.

The three distinct attributes of referral appropriateness identified by respondents were referral necessity, referral destination and referral quality. Referral necessity related to whether a patient with given characteristics was believed to be suitable for referral to a specialist; referral destination (or level) was associated with where or to whom the patient should be referred (in particular, participants queried whether consultant-level (ie, senior medical specialist) care was necessary under some circumstances, suggesting that in many cases, a non-consultant specialist, such as a physiotherapist, could provide the necessary care); and referral quality (or process) was about aspects of how a referral was carried out, including factors such as whether investigations had been undertaken before referral, or information exchanged, and the level of patient involvement in the referral decision. Attributes were hierarchical and sequential. “Necessity” was viewed as the most fundamental attribute, followed by “destination” and finally, “quality”.

In general, but not universally, all three attributes were perceived as necessary for a referral to be defined as appropriate. Figure 1 illustrates how the three attributes of referral appropriateness are interconnected, hierarchical and sequential. The three attributes of appropriateness were afforded varying levels of importance by the different participants, but all were acknowledged across the various professional groups and the five PCTs.

**Referral necessity**
Referral necessity was the issue that most participants were most concerned about. In all five of the PCTs, there was a concern about ability to deal with “rising demand”, so that when attempting to explain what constituted an appropriate referral, the participants were mostly trying to describe and define an inappropriate or unnecessary referral:

“that’s a concern, an immediate concern… about demand in general;… we seem to have very high referral rates… we would like to see them reduced.” (PCT5)

It was possible to distinguish between two types of necessary referral: clinically necessary referrals and referrals to manage uncertainty.

**Clinical necessity**
The clinical necessity of a referral was considered by participants to include:

- whether all possible primary care treatment options had been exhausted;
- whether the referral was timely;
- whether current NHS standards or guidelines (for or against referral) applied; and
- whether surgery was a likely outcome of referral.

Most participants considered a referral to be inappropriate if primary care management options had not been exhausted. The following quote highlights that referrals do take place under these circumstances but suggested that education of GPs could help:

“Dermatology is another area … how many patients have had the appropriate primary care management before they, you know, get referred in?….” (PCT 2)

A related idea was that of the timeliness of the referral. Patients should be referred neither too early in the development of the condition, where it is still manageable in the primary care

---

**Figure 1** Attributes of referral appropriateness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute of referral appropriateness*</th>
<th>Key question:</th>
<th>Examples:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Necessity</td>
<td>Should the patient be referred?</td>
<td>Could patient be treated by the GP rather than a surgeon?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Is the patient a suitable candidate for surgery?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Destination</td>
<td>Where should the patient be referred?</td>
<td>Could the patient be treated in an intermediate (RMC) setting rather than by a consultant level specialist?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Quality</td>
<td>How should the referral be carried out?</td>
<td>Have necessary investigations been carried out before referring? Has the relevant information been included in the referral letter?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Attributes are hierarchical: necessity needs to be present before destination can be considered; both attributes of appropriateness precede quality of process of referral.
setting, nor too late, by which point they may have deteriorated too far for treatment in secondary care to be effective, as this manager explained:

“The inappropriate [referrals]... are those people who have maybe got a chronic disease, who could have had a pathway developed... and haven’t, and... get referred at a crisis point.” (PCT 3)

Some participants made reference to existing guidelines and current NHS standards, asserting that a referral was inappropriate if it did not adhere to these:

“Varicose veins is a prime example, you know, if [there’s] not a clinical need... [just] a cosmetic need...” (PCT 4)

In relation to surgical referrals, a number of participants felt that GPs should pre-empt the consultant and make a judgement about whether the patient was likely to undergo surgery for their condition. They believed it was inappropriate for GPs to refer patients to surgeons if surgery was unlikely:

“...a surgeon should, as far as possible, see potential surgical patients.” (PCT 1)

But variability in individual surgeons’ thresholds was also acknowledged:

“There’s about 5 or 6 different consultants,... one will operate very freely and one won’t operate at all freely... sometimes it depends who that patient sees, as to what will actually happen.” (PCT 5)

Managing uncertainty
A majority of participants from both clinical and managerial backgrounds acknowledged that patients are sometimes referred to manage GP or patient uncertainty and to provide reassurance. Participants felt that these referrals were, on the whole, acceptable, unavoidable and appropriate:

“...I think the thing that’s often missed... referral is sometimes for a second opinion. And it isn’t always for an intervention or an actual operation. It’s for support of treatment.” (PCT 2)

One participant highlighted the idea that a key skill for GPs is to manage GP or patient uncertainty and to provide reassurance. Where the GP is certain that specialist care is not needed but the patient remains anxious and requires reassurance, it was possible to negotiate and reassure patients, but that this is not always acceptable, unavoidable and appropriate:

“Where there’s just simply inadequate information; in other words it says: ‘Dear doctor, please see and do needful, you know, yours faithfully...’ That to me is an inappropriate referral, because that hasn’t got enough information...” (PCT 5)

Referral quality (or process)
Lastly, participants highlighted a third attribute of appropriateness related to the process of referral. A referral could be necessary and to the right level but still be carried out in an inappropriate way. Aspects of the process of referral in this context included:

► whether necessary tests and investigations had been performed;
► whether the required information was included in the referral information;
► the extent of patient involvement in the referral decision;
► whether the referral had been sent to the correct service in secondary care;
► to whom the referral was addressed; and
► whether the referral was correctly prioritised.

The aspect of referral quality that received the most attention was the undertaking of relevant tests and investigations by GPs before making a referral.

“...we must do everything possible to manage... [these referrals]. Either in the community, or... setting up alternate services or improving the knowledge of GPs.” (PCT 1)

“... the question is, does[the referral]... need to go to a consultant in an ivory tower or can you get the same reassurance from somebody with extra training and expertise in the clinical area?” (PCT 3)

All five PCTs in our study had established or were developing an RMC, although each had distinct characteristics. This senior manager made explicit reference to such schemes:

“... many patients... [have] problems that can be safely managed at an intermediate tier... by someone who has... enough experience.” (PCT 5)

This participant clearly believed that referrals, which in past decades would have appropriately been made to a specialist in secondary care, might now be more appropriately directed to an intermediate level, non-specialist service.

Referral destination (or level)
The second most important attribute of referral appropriateness is related to the level in the local system to which the referral should be directed. Because of the concern with large numbers of referrals considered clinically inappropriate for consultant specialist attention, many participants expressed the opinion that patients could be referred to another level: to a non-consultant level specialist, such as a GP with a specialist interest or a community physiotherapist, who could treat or reassure the patient or provide a second opinion equally well. A range of benefits of this was asserted. Participants suggested that referral to a level other than to a senior medical specialist in secondary care might result in improved efficiency and increased convenience for the patient.

“...some [GPs]... investigate their patients, and... some... don’t... [although...], some simple tests... clearly could have been done before they send [them] in.” (PCT 2)

Furthermore, it was considered to be of great importance that GPs provide clear information about the patient’s history and reasons for referral:

“Where there’s just simply inadequate information; in other words it says: ‘Dear doctor, please see and do needful, you know, yours faithfully...’ That to me is an inappropriate referral, because that hasn’t got enough information...” (PCT 5)

DISCUSSION
In this qualitative study of 22 senior staff with managerial responsibilities for referral policy in five PCTs in the English NHS, we aimed to understand how they conceptualised “appropriateness” (and “inappropriateness”) in relation to referral from primary to secondary care for elective surgery. The definition was found to be complex and partly shaped by local context (eg, the existence of alternatives to specialist referral such as RMCs). Three sequential, hierarchical attributes of an appropriate referral were identified. These are (in order of perceived importance to our participants):

► Referral necessity—although this was of greatest concern to participants and appears to be the most important attribute,
nevertheless, it was considered to vary between GPs and between surgeons. It consisted of two concepts: clinical necessity and managing uncertainty. It was acknowledged that some GPs have more knowledge in particular areas, and some patients require more reassurance than others.

- **Referral destination** or the level to which the referral is made may vary depending on the alternative services available. This definition of appropriateness depends heavily on policy change and local structures of health services. In the English NHS, the survival or demise of RMCs is likely to be influential in the future.

- **Referral quality or process** is obviously important and might be the easiest attribute of referral appropriateness to address, as the requirements for achieving quality of process are, on the whole, administrative and organisational. They do not require fine judgements relating to individual patients.

Participants regarded all three dimensions as relevant to appropriateness, suggesting that in assessing any referral, all three dimensions should be considered. All three require judgment to verify and are justifiably context-specific. Our participants’ greatest concern in relation to appropriateness of referral appeared to be over-referral. Most gave little or no attention to under-referral or unmet need. This preoccupation with over-referral is a worrying consequence of perceptions of pressure on limited healthcare resources and emphasises the difficulty that is likely to be experienced in identifying and improving areas of under-referral and unmet need for specialist care.

There are a number of strengths to the approach used in this study. Individuals were interviewed from a geographically diverse sample of PCTs and from different senior professional backgrounds, but all involved in referral from a managerial point of view. We used a transparent, methodical, validated and widely recognised approach to analysis well-suited to health policy research.10

We intentionally interviewed those engaged at senior levels in PCTs and hospitals involved in referral policy at local level. This means that our findings do not include the views of patients, or of “ordinary” GPs or consultants. The fact that we were unable to find contrasting views on unmet need may reflect the constituency of our interviewees. Our respondents’ clearly emphasised over-referral as opposed to unmet need and under-referral. There is no guarantee that ordinary GPs or specialists would have shared this preoccupation.

We were also unable to expose areas where “gaming” occurs, although there were oblique references to this. (For example, one participant talked about it in relation to the ways in which GPs might refer patients to a surgeon with a low threshold for surgery depending on their predetermined view of whether surgery was indicated or not.) It is, however, likely that some gaming occurs.11 12

We used a mixture of group and individual interviews. Group interviews afforded us (and our interviewees) efficiency of data collection and were, we believe, justified because of the lack of personal, sensitive or confidential content in the interviews.13

We found that group interviews often allowed for greater breadth of discussion, triggering recollections of particular relevant polices or issues. Substantive findings did not differ between group and individual interviews.

The qualitative approach was not designed to be statistically representative but rather to capture the likely range of views on referral appropriateness and allow for greater understanding of the concepts of appropriateness of referral held by senior staff directly involved in referral policy in a purposively chosen wide range of PCTs. The findings suggest a testable framework, which could be investigated in a quantitative survey of a larger number of respondents, both clinical and non-clinical managers, and GPs and specialists not officially involved in referral policy.

In a theoretical paper, Davies and Elwyn14 suggested three categories of inappropriate referral: those that do not conform to accepted clinical guidance, those made to the wrong service or specialty and those containing insufficient information, making it difficult to assess urgency or relevance. The findings presented in this paper support and clarify their conceptual work, giving it an empirical justification, but suggest that rather than identifying and trying to eliminate categories of inappropriate referral, it would be beneficial to regard the three positive attributes identified in this study as the test of an appropriate referral. When all three are present—the referral is necessary, directed to the correct part of the system and of good quality in process terms—there should be a greatly increased likelihood that the referral is appropriate and will result in appropriate onward healthcare.
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